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Abstract 
Adfim's (1967) conjecture formulates necessary and sufficient conditions for cyclic (circu- 
lant) graphs to be isomorphic. It is known that the conjecture fails if n is divisible by ei- 
ther 8 or by an odd square. On the other hand, it was shown in [?] that the conjecture is 
true for circulant graphs with square-free number of vertices. In this paper we prove that 
Ad/lm's conjecture remains also true if the number of vertices of a graph is twice square- 
free. 
1. Introduction 
A cyclic (circulant) graph is one that admits the regular cyclic group as a group 
of automorphisms. A,dfim [?] was the first who considered the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for cyclic graphs to be isomorphic. He conjectured that, if two cyclic 
graphs are isomorphic, then the isomorphism between them may be realized by an 
automorphism of  the corresponding cyclic group. 
It was shown that ,~d~tm's conjecture is false if n is divisible by either 8 or by 
an odd square (see, e.g., [?,7]). Pfilfy supposed that the conjecture remains true if 
n is a square-free or twice square-free number (history of the topic is considered 
in [?,7]). 
Recently, it was shown in [?] that the conjecture is valid if the number of graph 
vertices is not divisible by a square. In this paper we show that A, dfim's conjecture 
also holds for twice square-free numbers. 
The idea of the proof is similar to the proof given in [?] for a square-free case. 
Nevertheless, to make the paper self-contained we repeat in Section .9?. and 77 the basic 
definitions and some results from [7]. 
The proof of the main result is contained in Section 7?. 
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2. Basics 
2.1. Circulant graphs 
Let Cn be the cyclic group of order n with unit element 1, where the group opera- 
tion is written multiplicatively. The directed circulant (cyclic) graph Fn(B) determined 
by BCCn has vertex set Cn, and edges {(gl,g2) E Cn × Cn Ig~g21 E B}. The undi- 
rected circulant graph Fn(B) is a special case of the directed one if B = B -1. Let 
S(X) denote the symmetric group on a set X. Two circulant graphs F,(B1 ) and Fn(B2) 
are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as usual graphs, i.e., there exists a permutation 
n E S(C~) such that gig -1 gn~gn)-I 2 E B1 ¢=~ 1  2 E B2. We shall say that these circulant 
graphs are conjugate by multiplier if there exists a number m relatively prime to n 
such that B2 = {bm]b C B1}. It is clear that conjugate graphs are isomorphic. The 
converse statement is known as .~ddtm's conjecture for circulant graphs. To formu- 
late the main result of  this paper we need the following definition. Let us say that 
n E N is an abnost square-free number if it is not divisible by 8 and by an odd 
square. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  n is an almost square-free number, then two circulant graphs F,(B1 ) 
and F,(B2) are isomorphic if and only if they are conjugate by multiplier. 
The group Aut(Fn(B)) consisting of all automorphisms of the graph Fn(B) contains 
the cyclic subgroup which acts regularly on itself by multiplication. Therefore, the next 
subsection contains the necessary information about permutation groups with a regular 
subgroup. 
2.2. Permutation groups containing a regular subgroup and Schur rings 
Let H be a finite group and K be a field. We denote the group algebra over K 
as KH. For any B C_ H we define B as the formal sum ~a~B a E KH. Elements of this 
form will be called simple quantities [?]. 
Consider a permutation group (G; H)  containing (H; H)  as a regular subgroup acting 
on itself by right multiplication. Let 1 E H be the unit of H. Denote by To = {1 }, 
T1 . . . . .  Tr the complete set of orbits of the stabilizer GI -=- {g E G[ 10 = 1 }. The transi- 
tivity module V(H, G1 ) of the group G1 is the vector space spanned by T i, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  r. 
A combinatorial generalization of the properties of transitivity modules yields the 
notion of Schur ring [?]. 
A subalgebra d _C QH of the group algebra QH is called a Schur ring (briefly an 
S-ring) over H if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(S1) There exists a basis of .~¢ consisting of simple quantities To, T 1 . . . . .  Tr; 
r 
($2) To = {1} and U/=o T /= H; 
($3) Ti (3 Tj = 0 if i C j ;  
($4) For each iE  {0, I . . . . .  r} there exists an i' E {0,1 . . . . .  r} such that Ti, = 
{t - l i t  E Ti}. 
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The basis _T O . . . . .  __T~ is called the standard basis and the simple quantities __T i (resp. 
the sets T/) are called basic quantities (resp. basic sets) of ~¢. The notation ,~/ = 
(T o . . . . .  _T~) means that _T o . . . . .  Tr is the standard basis of .~'. We say that a set 
BCH belongs to J (and write this as follows B E ,~') if B ~ s~¢. It is clear that 
an S-ring ~ is closed under all set-theoretical operations over the subsets belonging 
to ,~. An S-ring ~ over the group H is an S-subring of an S-ring ,~1 defined over the 
same group H if ,N c sJ. The connection between Schur rings and transitivity modules 
is given by the following statement ([?, Theorem 24.1]): 
Theorem 2.2. The transitivity module V(H, Gt ) is an S-ring over H. 
The group Aut(~¢) of all automorphisms of an S-ring .~/is defined in [?] as the inter- 
section Aut(.~¢) = Aut(FH(To)) N . . .  N Aut(FH(Tr)), where FH(Ti) is the Cayley graph 
over H whose set of edges is {(hl,h2)lhlh21 E ~}. in other words, Aut(~¢) consists 
of all permutations 7rE S(H)  satisfying the condition hlh~ 1 E Ti ~ h~(h~) -1 C Ti for 
all hi, h2 C H and i ~ {0 . . . . .  r}. I f  ~NC,~ff are two S-rings over the same group H, 
then Aut(~)  ~> Aut (d ) .  
The group Aut(V(H, G1)) coincides with the so-called 2-closure of the permutation 
group (G;H)  (see [?]). We denote it by G (2) as in [?]. The mapping G --+ G (2) satisfies 
the usual properties of the closure operator: 
G(2); Gi C G2 =:¢ G(12) C 2 
(G(2))(2) = G(2); 
G C G (2). 
2.3. Schur rings over cyclic groups 
We need some facts about Schur rings over cyclic groups. 
Let Cn be the cyclic group of order n. For any divisor mln we shall denote the 
unique cyclic subgroup of order m by Cm. For any element tl = ~h~c,, Chh C QCn 
(resp. a subset T C_ C~) and any integer m we define rl (m) = ~heq Chhm (resp. T (m) = 
{trait E T}). I f  m and n are relatively prime, then the element r/(m) (resp. the set T ('~)) 
is said to be conjugate to q (resp. to T). 
For any T C C~ and p a prime dividing n we set T[p] = {t  p ] t E T and tCp ~ T}. 
Lemma 2.3 ([?]). Let d be an S-ring over Cn and p be a prime dividing n. Then 
T[p] E ,e_/ whenever T E ,~/. 
Let T C_ C,. We define the radical of T, rad(T) by the formula 
rad(T) = {g E C~ [gT = T}. 
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It is clear that T is a union of rad(T)-cosets. Moreover, rad(T) contains any sub- 
group H ~<C, such that T is a union of H-cosets. The statement below is a simple 
reformulation of Proposition 23.5 in [7]. 
Lemma 2.4. I f  T is a set belonging to an S-ring ~¢, then rad(T) E d .  
An S-ring ~¢ = (__T0, T 1 . . . . .  Tr)  is called imprimitive if there exists a proper non- 
trivial subgroup F < H such that F_F_ E d .  Otherwise ~¢ is called primitive. 
Let d = (__T0, T1,...,_Tr) be an imprimitive S-ring over H that contains a normal 
subgroup N ~ H,  i.e., N E d .  Using this subgroup one can define a factor [?] S-ring 
~¢//N over GIN by taking the sets TiN~N, 1 <~ i <~ r as basic ones. 
3. Proof of the main result 
3.1. The general scheme of the proof 
In this subsection n is assumed to be an arbitrary natural number, not necessarily 
almost square-free. 
Our approach to the proof of Theorem 77 is based on the group-theoretical reformu- 
lation of .&dfim's conjecture first given in [?] and [7]. We say that a permutation group 
G~S(C, )  2 is an Addm group if any two regular cyclic subgroups of G are conjugate 
in G. The statement below may be found in [7]. 
Theorem 3.1..~iddm's conjecture is true for a given number n if and only if the 
automorphism group of each n-vertex circulant graph is an Addm group. 
Using this result and the fact that an automorphism group of any graph is 2-closed 
one can derive Theorem ?7 from the following claim. 
Theorem 3.2. Any 2-closed permutation group (G; Cn) of an almost square-free de- 
gree n is an ~iddm group. 
In studying of 2-closed permutation groups with a regular cyclic subgroup the fol- 
lowing notion seems to be useful. Let (G; Cn) be a 2-closed permutation group that 
contains a regular cyclic subgroup. We say that (G; Cn) is critical if every 2-closed 
permutation group (H; Cm) is an J~dfim group whenever IttJf lGl,mfn and ( IH I ,m)¢  
(IGI,,,). 
The motivation for this notion is given in the following claim. 
Proposition 3.3. Theorem ?? /s true if every critical permutation group of an almost 
square-free degree is an ~iddm group. 
2 Here and later on S(A) denotes the symmetric group defined on the set A. 
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Proof. Assume that Theorem ?? is not true and take (G;C,)  to be a counterex- 
ample with a minimal value of IGI n. To get a contradiction it is enough to show 
that (G;C,)  is critical. Consider an arbitrary permutation group (H;Cm) where H is 
2-closed, contains a regular cyclic subgroup Cm and satisfies the following conditions 
IHl l lGl,mln,( lGI,n) 7/: (IHl,m). Since rain, H is also of an almost square-free de- 
gree. Combining the conditions IHIlIGI,rnln with (IGI,n) # (IHI,m) we obtain that 
IHlm < IG[n. By minimality of (G;C,)  we have that (H;Cm) is an Adfim group. 
Therefore, (G; C,) is critical. A contradiction. 
This Proposition shows that Theorem ?? is a consequence of the following 
claim. 
Theorem 3.4. Each critical permutation group of an almost square-free degree is an 
/idfim group, 
If critical permutation group is primitive, then the above theorem is a consequence 
of the following statement. 
Lemma 3.5 ([?]). Every primitive 2-closed permutation group (G;C,)  is an iidfim 
group. 
Thus we may assume that (G; C,) is an imprimitive critical permutation group. Let 6 
be an arbitrary G-invariant nontrivial imprimitivity system with k blocks A1 .... , Ak (we 
write this as/i = {Al .... ,Ak}). We set Go := {g E GIA] : Ai, i = 1 . . . . .  k} and G ° : 
G/G,~. An induced permutation group (GO; 6) contains a regular cyclic subgroup Ck of 
order k. As usual, /i is said to be maximal if (GO;/i) is a primitive permutation group. 
The statements below are slight reformulations of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2 
in [?]. 
Proposition 3.6 ([?]). Let (G; Cn) be a permutation group of an arbitrary degree n.  
I f  both (G6;/i) and (GoCn;Cn) are Adfim groups, then (G;C~) is an /idfim group as 
well. 
Proposition 3.7 ([?]). Let (G; Cn) be a 2-closed permutation group of an arbitrary de- 
gree n. Let /i be an imprimitivity system of G. Then ( GoC,; Cn ) is 
2-closed. 
Since IGoCnl < IGI is equivalent o l/i] < ]G61, we may formulate the following 
statement. 
Lemma 3.8. Let (G;Cn) be a critical permutation group of an arbitrary degree 
n If I/il < IG°l and (G6;/i) is an Adfim group, then (G;C~) is an .4ddm group 
as well. 
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Proof. Since [31 < [G~I, [G~Cn[IIG[ and IG~Cn[ < [G[. Furthermore, G is critical and 
(G~Cn; C,) is 2-closed, therefore, (G~C,; Cn) is an Admire group. Now Proposition .9?. 
finishes the proof. [~ 
If [3] is a prime number, then (G~,6) is an Adam group due to Sylow's theo- 
rems. Therefore, by Lemma .9.9 a critical permutation group (G; C,) is an ,~&im group 
whenever 16[ < [G61. In the case of [6[ = [G6[ we have the following 
Lemma 3.9 ([.9]). Let (G;C,)  be an imprimitive critical permutation group of a 
square-free degree n. Let 6 be a G-invariant imprimitivity system with minimal 
value of  16[. Assume that G6Cn = G and [3[ is a prime. Then G is an dd6m 
group. 
Fortunately, the assumptions of this claim may be weakened without any 
change of its proof. More precisely, the same arguments as in [.9] yield us the 
following 
Lemma 3.10. Let (G; Cn) be an imprimitive critical permutation group of  an arbi- 
trary degree n. Let 6 be a maximal G-&variant imprimitivity system Assume that 
G~Cn : G, [61 is a prime and gcd([6l,n/16[) -- 1. Then G is an ~idfim group. 
Remark. Maximality of 6 and the equality G6Cn = G imply that [6[ is a prime, and, 
therefore, this condition may be omitted. 
In the case when [3[ is a composite number we have the following 
Lemma 3.11 ([.9]). Let (G; Cn) be an imprimitive critical permutation 
group of  a square-free degree n. Let 6 be a G-invariant imprimitivity system 
with minimal value of [31 . Assume that ]31 is a composite number. Then 
G ~ = S(6). 
As before, this statement may be generalized without changing of its proof. 
Lemma 3.12. Let (G; Cn) be an imprimitive critical permutation group of an arbi- 
trary degree n. Let 6 be a G-invariant maximal imprimitivity system. Assume that 
131 is a composite number and gcd(16l,n/[61) = I. Then G ~ = S(6). 
Combining Lemmas ??, .9?. and .9?. we obtain 
Theorem 3.13. Let ((7; C,) be an imprimitive critical permutation group of  an arbi- 
trary degree n. Let 6 be a G-invariant maximal imprimitivity system. Ifgcd([6], n/J6[) 
= 1, then (G; Cn) & an .4d~m group. 
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3.2. Wreath product and some of its subgroups 
Let us recall the notion of a wreath product [?]. In contrast o [?], we use Kalu~nin's 
notation for the wreath product, where the two factors are interchanged. 
Let (A;X) and (B; Y) be two permutation groups. Their wreath product (A;X)I(B; Y) 
is the permutation group consisting of tables [a, ~], a C A, ~ : X --* B. The action of 
[a,:~] on the set X x Y is defined by the formula (x,y)  [~,~1 = (x~,y~(~)). 
Through this subsection we assume that (G; C, )~> (C,; C,) is a 2-closed permutation 
group which has a unique maximal imprimitivity system with k blocks. Denote m := 
n/k just for a brevity. Since there is a bijection between subgroups of C, belonging to 
V(C~, GI ) and G-invariant imprimitivity systems, an S-ring V(Cn, GI ) has the following 
fundamental property. For each lln, l # n an inclusion C / E V(C,, Gi ) implies Ct C_ Cm. 
In other words, the set of all proper C,-subgroups belonging to V(Cn, G1 ) contains a 
unique maximal element: Cm. 
Theorem 3.14. Let n be an almost square free number. Let ~¢ be a Schur rinfl 
over C~ such that Cm, m[n, m ~ n is a unique maximal subgroup among all proper 
subgroups belonging to ~¢. Then either 
(i) For each basic set T E ~¢ it holds that T ~ Cm ~ TCm = T 
or  
(ii) n = 4k, m = 2k, C k E ~¢, and Cn\Cm is a union of two basic' sets: gCk and 
93Ck, where g is a generator of C4 <~C4~. 
Proof. Assume that there is a basic set T C ~ such that T ~ Cm and C,, Z rad(T). 
We set Ck := rad(T). 
Since rad(T)E d and rad(T) # Cn, it holds that Ck E su¢ and Ck # Cn. Consider 
a factor S-ring ,~=d/ / rad(T)  over Cn/Ck = Cn/k. It follows from the assumption 
that Ck C_ Cm. Together with Cm ~ Ck this implies that C,,/k is a nontrivial and proper 
subgroup of C~/k. It contains all proper subgroups of C~/k belonging to ,~'. ,~ is 
imprimitive, since Cm/k E d .  
T = TCk/Ck is a basic set of ~ .  Moreover, T has a trivial radical. Further, T ~ Cm 
and TCk = T implies T Z Cm/k. Taking into account hat (T) C o~¢ we obtain (T) = C~/k. 
According to Theorem 3.1 of [?] T=RC~. . .  C#a, where R is an orbit of  some 
subgroup of Aut(C,/k), Cai C~ and the numbers d0=o(R) ,d l  . . . . .  dr are relatively 
prime (here C~ =Cd\{]-} and o(~') is an order of r ER). Clearly, Cdo = (R) and 
Cao E ,~. 
Case A: R = {]-}. Since C # aj ¢(~, di~>2 for a l l i>~l.  I f r= l ,  thenT=C~.  On the 
other hand, {T)= C,/k imply,~ng d l= n/k. Therefore C,#/k is a basic set of ~ ,  i.e. 
is trivial contrary to being imprimitive. 
If r~>2, then gcd(di, dj)= 1 whenever i y~ j. Hence each Ca~, i = 1 . . . . .  r is a proper 
subgroup of C,/k. Therefore Cd, C_ C,~/k for each i = 1 . . . . .  r. This implies T C Cm,'k 
contrary to (T) = Cn/k. 
Thus this case is impossible. 
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Case B: R# {1} ¢¢.d0 > 1. Ifr~> 1, then for each 1 <~i<~r it holds that gcd(do, di)= 1 
implying that Cdo, Cd, ..... Cd,. are proper subgroups of  C,/k. Since Cd, E ~¢, Cd, C_ C,n/k 
for all i = 0 . . . . .  r. Therefore T C C,,/k contrary to (T )= C~/k. 
Thus we may assume that r = 0, i.e., T = R. All elements of T are of  the same order 
do. Therefore I<T>I = d0. Since <T) = C,/k, do = n/k. 
s¢ is an imprimitive S-ring over Cn/k, hence n/k has at least two prime divisors, 
say p and q. 
Assume first that p # q. Since rad(T) is trivial, both T [pl and T [ql are not empty. But 
subgroups (T [pl) = C~/kp and (T [q] ) = Cn/kq are two distinct maximal subgroups belong- 
ing to ~.  A contradiciton. Therefore p = q, which, in tum, implies p = q = 2,do = 4, 
n =4k,  m =2k. Furthermore, C2 E ~¢, (T) = C4 and rad(T) = {]-}, Therefore, either 
T={gCk} or T={g- ICk} .  Now the claim is evident. [] 
If transitivity module V(Cn, G1 )has the structure corresponding to the part (i) of  the 
above claim, then its automorphism group is a wreath product of permutation groups. 
In order to formulate the corresponding claim we need an additional notation. We set 
~'m := ~¢ n ZCm. I f  Cm E ~¢, then ~¢m is an S-ring over Cm whose basic sets are those 
of  ~ '  contained in Cm. 
Theorem 3.15. Let d be a Schur ring over C~. Assume that there exists min 
such that C m E d and for each basic set TEd  the following condition is 
satisfied: 
TZCm~ TCm:T.  
Then Aut (d)  is isomorphic as permutation group to Aut(d//Cm) l Aut(~/m). 
Proof. Take an arbitrary n E Aut (d ) .  Since C m E d ,  the cosets gCm, g E Cn are blocks 
of  an imprimitivity system which is invariant under the action of  Aut (~) .  Let g E Cn be 
a generator of  C,. Then 1, g, . . . ,  gn/m-1 is a complete set of representatives of  Cm-cosets. 
Denote by a E S~/m a permutation of  C,n-Cosets induced by n, i.e., (giCm)n = giaCm. Thus 
n may be written as a pair [a,~(x)], a E Sn/m,~ : {0, 1 . . . . .  n/m - 1} --* Sm whose action 
on Cn is defined by the following rule: 
(gih)[a'~(x)] =gi~h~(i), O<~i < n/m, h E C,n. 
We have to show that a E Aut(~//Cm) and c¢(i)E Aut(~m) for each 0 ~< i < n/m. 
Consider an arbitrary basic set T of  ~¢. Take a pair (giCm,gJCm)E Cn/Cm × C,/Cm 
satisfying giCm(gJCm)-l E TCm/Cm. Then (gi° C,n) (gJ° Cm) -1 =(giCm)~ ((gJCm)~) -1 
=(gi)~cm((gJ)~)-lCm. Since n is an automorphism of d and gi(gj)-I E T, (gi) ~ 
((gJ)~)-I  E T, whence (gi)~Cm((gJ)~)-lCm E TCm/C,n. Thus aEAut(d//C,n).  
Take now a basic set TC_Cm and a pair (gihl,gih2) such that h~h21ET. Since 
n= [a, ct(x)] is an automorphism of ~', the inclusion (gihl)~((gih2)~)-lE T should 
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hold. Taking into account hat 
(gihj){a'~(x)] =gi"hT(i), j=  1,2, 
we obtain h~(il(h2 (i)) I E T. Therefore ~(i)E Aut(~m) tbr every i=0  . . . . .  n/m - 1. 
Thus we have shown that [a,~(x)] EAut(aff//Cm)~ Aut(~/m). 
To prove our statement in opposite direction, consider an arbitrary pair ~ = [a, ~(x)], 
where a E Aut(.~///Cm) and ~:{0 . . . . .  n/m-  1} ~ Aut(-~m). We have to show that for 
each basic set T C ,~ the following holds: 
xy -I E T =~ x~(S)  -1 ¢ T. 
Consider at first the case of T C_ Cm. Each pair (x,y)  with xy -1 E T may be written 
as  x=gih l ,  y= g ih  2 for suitable i and hi,h2 ECm. Clearly hlh21E T. According to a 
definition of a and ~(x), x'¢= gr'h~(i), .v'~= gr'h2(i). Since ~(i) is an automorphism of 
h I (h 2 ) E T, which, in turn, implies the required inclusion x=(y ~) i E T. 
Let now TeE Cm. Then CmT = T, according to our assumption. As before, let xy- i  E T. 
Writing x and y as x=gih~, y=gJh2,  i C j, h~,h2 ~Cm and applying ~r= [a,~(x)] to 
both of them we obtain: 
x ~ _i"h~(i) , x __ ,~j"h~(j)  
=,q  1 , f - -~  "2  • ( * )  
Since a E Aut(,~//Cm) and giCm(gJCm) -~ E TCm/Cm, gi" C~(gJ" Cm) ~ ~ TCm/Cm, or, 
equivalently, .qr'(gj")-~E TCm = T. Combining this with (*) we obtain 
x~(y ~) ' =gr'(gJ")-'h~(i)(h2(J))-~  gr'(gJ")-~C m G TCm = T, 
as required. L~ 
If the structure of  V(C,, G1 )looks as in Theorem ??(ii), then its automorphism group 
has more complicated structure. To describe this structure consider a group Aut(,~':k). 
Since Ck ~,  the partition Ck U (Czk\Ck) is an imprimitivity system of Aut(.~42k). 
Thus we can define a homomorphism ~;: Aut(,~C:k)--~ S({0, 1}): 
id i fC~=Ck,  
~:(~) = (** )  
(0, 1 ) i f  ~ 2 Ck = Ckg . 
Propos i t ion  3.16. Let ,~¢ be an S-ring over C4k (k is odd and square-free) which 
satisfies the jbllowing conditions." 
(i) Ck, Czh- E ,~¢; 
(ii) gCk,g3Ck are basic sets of  .5~¢, where g is a generator ~f order 4. 
Then 
Aut(,~/) = {[a, ~(x)] [ a E S({0, 1}), ~: {0, 1} ---+ Aut(~C2k), a = e(~(0)~(l ))}, 
where t; is a homomorphism defined above. The action of  Aut(,~/) on C4k is defined 
as follows: 
(gih){a'~tx)]:gi"h~(i), i~--0,1, hEC2k. 
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Proof. As a Z-module d = d t +ZgCk,  where d '= ~12k + ZoC2k. Therefore Aut(d)  
= Aut(d ' )  N Aut(F4k(gCk)). According to Theorem .9? Aut(d ' )  = S({0, 1 }) ~ Aut(d2k) 
and its action on C4k is defined by the following formula: 
(gih)ta'~x)] = g~"h ~CO, i = O, 1, h c C2k. 
Thus we have only to show that [a, ~(x)] E Aut(F4k(gCk)) if and only if a = e(a(O)c¢( 1 )). 
Assume first that a = e(~(O)a(1)) and show that [a, ~] E Am(d) .  
Take a pair x=gihl, y=gJh2,  hiEC2k, i, jE{O, 1} with xy - l  EgCk. Since gCk N 
C2k = O, i ~ j. Therefore ither 
i -1 ,  j=O,  hlh21ECk,  
or 
i=0 ,  j - - - - l ,  hlh21E Ckg 2. 
Applying n we obtain 
x ~ = gr'hl(O; y~ = gJ~h2 (j) 
and 
. . . . .  h~(i)(h~(j)~_l x~(yn) - I  =g ,  (0 j ) -1  I 2 ! " 
If a=id ,  then ia=i ,  f= j  and e(cc(0))=e(a(1)) implying h2 C j) =_ h2(i)(modC/c), 
Therefore 
x~(y~) -1 ~ gi(gj)-lhl(i)(h2(i)) -1 (rood C/c). 
Since c¢(0), ct(1 ) E Aut(d2k) and C k E ~¢z/c, 
h~(i)(h2(i)) -1 ~ hlh21 (mod C/c). 
Therefore 
x~(y~) -1 =-- xy - l  (mod C/c), 
implying x~(y~) -1 E xy - l  C/c = gC/c as required. 
If a=(0,1) ,  then i~=j,  j a= i  and e(~(0))=(0,1)e(c¢(1)) implying h2 CO =_ h2 (j) 
gZ (mod C/c). Thus we can write the following sequence of congruences: 
X~r(y~) -1 ~ gJ(gi)-l h~(i) g-2(h2(i))-I ~ g-2 gJ(gi)-l hlh21 
=-- g i (g j ) - l  hlh21 = xy -1 (mod Ck); 
that proves [a, ~] E Aut(~¢). 
Thus Aut(~¢) contains all tables [a,~] that satisfy a=~(a(0)~(1)). The subset of 
all such tables is a subgroup of S({0, 1}) ~ Aut(~/2k) of index 2. On the other hand, 
Aut(~¢) # S({0, 1}) ~ Aut(~2k), since C4k\C2/c is not a basic set of ~¢. Hence 
Aut(~') = {[a,a(x)] [aES({0, 1}), c¢: {0, 1} --+ Aut(~12k), a = e(a(0)~¢(1))}, 
as desired. [] 
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Our next step is to describe the conjugacy classes of regular cycles in a wreath 
product of permutation groups. 3 
Lemma 3.17. Let (G;X),  IXI = n and (H; Y), I Y[ =m be two permutat ion 9roups. 
(i) An element [a,~] E(G;X) I (H ;  Y )  is a regular cycle i f  and only i f  both a and 
~(x)ct(x~). . . .  . ~(x d'-' ) are regular cycles in the corresponding permutat ion groups. 
(ii) Two regular cycles [a,~], [b,/~] E (G ;X)~(H;  Y)  are conjugate in (G ;X)~(H;  Y)  
i f  and only i f  a, b are conjugate in G, and ~(x)ct(x~).... • ct(xa"-'), fl(x)t~(xb).... • fl(x b" ') 
are conjugate in (H; Y). 
Proof. (i) The proof of this part is easy, so we omit it. 
(ii) Let [a,~(x)] and [b, fl(x)] be two regular cycles that are conjugate in (G;X)~ 
(H; Y) by [c,7(x)]. That means 
[a, ~(x)][c, 7(x)] = [c, 7(x)][b,/~(x)], 
or, equivalently, ac =b and ~(X)7(xa)=7(X)f l(X c) for all x EX. Since a is a regular 
cycle on X, the latter equality may be rewritten as follows: 
7-~(x)~(x)7(x~)=B(x~) ,  
~ , -~(xa)~(X~)7(X~: )=#(x~C) ,  
~,--l(xa'-')~(xai ')~(xa') = fl(Xa'c), 
7--1(X d I )~(xa" - ' )~(xa" )=f l (xa" - ' c ) .  
* * * )  
Multiplying all these equalities and taking into account hat a n = 1 gives us 
~-~ (x  )~(x  )~(xa)  . . . . . ~(x  °° - '  )~,(x ) = IS(xC) l~(x~C) . . . . . 13(x a ' - '  c )  
= [S (x ' ) lS (x 'b ) . . . . .  [3(x 'b°- '  ), 
where x' =x  c. Thus ~(x)~(x~) . . . . .  ct(x a"-') is conjugate to f l (x ' ) f l (x 'b) . . . .  • fl(x 'b .... ) 
and, therefore, conjugate to fl(x)fl(xb) . . .. . fl(x b"-' ). 
Assume now that a, bEG are two regular cycles conjugate in (G;X)  and 
an-- I 
~(x)~(x~) . . . .  • ~(x ) , f l (x ) f l (xb) . . . .  • fl(x b"-') are two regular cycles conjugate in 
(H; Y). Therefore a~ = b for a suitable c E G. Since f l (x)f l (xb). . . .  • fl(X b"-' ) is conjugate 
to f l (X ' ) f l (X 'b ) . . . . ,  fl(X 'b"-~) for every x 'EX ,  there exists hE(H;  Y) such that 
7¢-- I~(x)~(X a) " . . . "  Gt(X an-t )TZ---~ f l(xC)f l(X cb) • . . .  " fl(X cb"-I ) Define 7" X ~ H as 
follows: 7 (x )=~ and 7(xd)=~- l (xd - ' )7 (xa~- ' ) f l (xd - '~)  for all l<~i<~n-  1. 
Since n- l~(x)~(x~)  •... • ~(x a°-' )~ = fl(xC)fl(x Cb) • . . . .  fl(x Cb'-' ), 7(x)= ~-l(xa"-' ) × 
7(xd'- ')f l (x : - 'C)  and according to ( , ,  ,) ,  [a,~(x)] and [b, fl(x)] are conjugate 
by [c,7(x)]. [] 
3 Here. a regular cycle means a cyclic permutation without fixed points. 
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We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.18. Let [a,~(x)], [b, fl(x)] E (G;X)~(H; Y), IXl =n,  IY[ =m be two regular 
cycles such that 
(i) a k is conjugate to b for a suitable k, gcd(k,n)= 1; 
(ii) (~(x)~(x ~) . . . . .  c~(x d-')) l  is conjugate to fl(x)fl(x b) . . . . .  fl(xb"-') for an ap- 
propriate l, gcd(l, m) = 1. 
I f  there exists a qCZ with q ==_ l (modm) and q =- k(modn),  then [a,o~(x)] q is 
conjugate to [b, fl(x)] in the 9roup (G;X) 1 (H; Y). 
Proof. Set [c,7(x)] := [a,~(x)] q. Clearly c=aq=a k is a regular cycle due to (i). 
Furthermore, 
I I -  I 
y(x)y(xC).... y(x c ) 
= 7(X)y (X  aq) . . . . "  7(X aq' -q)  
= ~(X)O~(xa) • O~(xaq- I ) .  q q+, . . • . . . . "  (~(X a )O~(X a ) • ." O~(X a2q-I)  . . .  
O~(X aq'-q )O~(X aq'-q+l ) . .  • O~(X anq-' ) 
qn-- 1 
= F l  ~(xa' )  • 
i=0 
Since a n = 1, the latter expression may be written as follows: 
qn-- 1 , n- I 
1-1 0~( xa  )=(O~(X)O~(xa)  " ' ' '  " 0~( xa  ) )q=(o~(X)O~(xa)  . . . .  . ~(X  a" ' ) )1 .  
i=0 
Thus c is conjugate to b in G and ?(x)v(xC). . . .  • 7(x c" ') is conjugate to 
f l (X ) f l (xb)  . . . . . f l (X b"-I  ). 
By previous claim [c,y(x)] and [b, fl(x)] are conjugate in (G;X) ~ (H; Y). [] 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.4 
Let (G; C,) be a critical, and, therefore, 2-closed permutation group of an almost 
square-free degree n. According to Lemma ?? we may assume that (G; Cn) is an im- 
primitive permutation group . Let 6 be an imprimitivity system of (G; C~). If gcd([6[, 
n/16[)= 1, then we are done by Theorem .9?.. Thus we may assume that (G; C,) has 
a unique maximal imprimitivity system 3 with gcd([6[, n/[31). This implies that either 
[61=2 or n/161=2. Due to Theorems ??, .9?. and Proposition ?? a group G is ei- 
ther one of the wreath products $2 ~ (H; Y), (H; Y) ~ $2 or a subgroup of $2 l (H; Y) 
of index 2 that was described in Proposition .9?.. In all these cases (H; Y) is a 2- 
closed permutation group of a degree 2k, where k is an odd square-free number. 
Since (G;Cn) is a critical permutation group and (H; Y) is 2-closed, (H; Y) is an 
/~d~im group. It follows from Lemma ?? that both $2 ~ (H; Y) and (H; Y) IS2 are 
,/~d~im groups. To finish the proof we have to consider the case when (G;C,)  has 
a form described in Proposition ??. In this case G is a subgroup of $2 ~(H; Y) of 
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index 2. Let Cn <<.G>~C~ be two regular cyclic subgroups. Since $2 ~ (H; Y) is an 
Adfim group, C~, -- C~ for some g E $2 ~ (H;  Y). I f  g E G, then we are done. I f  g ~ G, 
then g = gogl, where go = [(0, 1); id, id] and gl E G. Thus it is enough to show that C~ ° 
and Cn are conjugate in G. 
According to Proposition .9?., G = {[a; ct(0), a( 1 )] I c~(i) E H and e(c~(0)c~( 1 )) = a} where 
is a homomorphism defined by (**). Let C ,=( [a ;a (0) ,~(1) ] )  be a regular cyclic 
subgroup. According to Lemma ??, that means that a = (0, 1 ) and :t(0)c~(1 ) is a regular 
cycle. Thus C~ = C~ ° = ([(0, 1); ~(1),~(0)]). 
Since gcd(k,2) = 1, there exists qEZ such that q - 0 (modk) ,  q -- 1 (mod4) .  Then 
gcd(2q + 1,4k) = 1. We claim that [(0, 1); ~(0), a(1)]2q+l and [(0, 1); ~(1), ct(0)] are 
conjugate in G. Indeed, [(0, 1); c~(0), a(l)]2q+l __ [(0, 1 ); fl(0), fl(1)], where fl(0) = (ct(0) 
a(1 ))q~(0), fl(1) = (~(1)c¢(0))qc¢(1). Set 7(0) = id, 7(1) -- ~-1 (1)fl(1) = ~-1 (1)(~(1)c¢(0))q 
c¢(1 ) = (~(0)~(1))q. Then 
[(0, 1 ); ~( 1 ), ~(0)][(0, 1 ); 7(0), 7( 1 )] = [id; a( 1 )7(1), ~(0)7(0)] 
= [id; c~(1 )(c¢(0)c¢( 1))q, ~(0)]; 
[(0, 1 ); 7(0), 7( 1 )][(0, 1 ); fl(0), fl( 1 )] = [id; 7(0)fl(1 ), 7( 1 )fl(0)] 
= [id; (c¢( 1 )c¢(0))q~( 1 ), (c¢(0)c¢(1))2qc¢(0)]. 
Since 2q-  0 (mod 2k) and ~(0)c~(1) is 2k-cycle, ((~(0)~(1))2q = id. Now it is easy to 
show that two above elements are equal. Z 
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